
Marco Impossible
by Hannah Moskowitz

Two best friends and junior
high students attempt to
break into the high school
prom so that one of them can
confess his love for the
adorable bass player of the
prom band.

These books can be found in the
Young Adult section of the library.

The Book of Broken
Hearts

Anna and the French
Kiss

Eleanor and Park

by Sarah Ockler

Jude's older sisters have
warned her that all of the
Vargas brothers are notorious
heartbreakers, but as Jude
begins to fall for Emilio Vargas,
she begins to wonder if her
sisters were wrong.

by Stephanie Perkins

When Anna's father sends her
to an American boarding
school in Paris for her senior
year of high school, she meets
a boy who becomes her best
friend, in spite of the fact that
they both want something
more.

by Rainbow Rowell

Two 1980s high school misfits
know that first loves almost
never last but their feelings
prevent them from remaining
as practical.

This Is What Happy Looks Like
by Jennifer E. Smith

When a young movie star
accidentally sends a small-town girl
an email about his pet pig, the two
teens strike up a witty
correspondence. When the
relationship goes from online to in-
person, they find out whether their
relationship can be the real thing.

P.S. I Like You

The Sun Is Also A Star

Love and F1rst Sight

by Nicola Yoon

Natasha, whose family is
hours away from being
deported, and Daniel, a first
generation Korean American
who strives to live up to his
parents' expectations, fall in
love and must determine
which path they will choose in
order to be together.

by Kasie West

Exchanging notes with a
mysterious pen pal by writing
them on her Chemistry desk,
Lily discovers that her
anonymous friend is a boy
and realizes that she is falling
for him before learning that
he is the last person she ever
expected to love.

by Josh Sundquist

Sixteen-year-old blind teen
Will Porter undergoes
experimental surgery that
enables him to see for the first
time, all while navigating a
new school, new friends, and a
crush.
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My Life Next Door

Get It Together, Delilah

To All The Boys I've Loved
Before

Book Title

A Pho Love Story

Tweet Cute

When Dimple Met Rishi

Instant Karma

by Huntley Fitzpatrick

Samantha, the seventeen-
year-old daughter of a
wealthy, perfectionist,
Republican state senator, falls
in love with the boy next door,
whose family is large,
boisterous, and just making
ends meet.

by Erin Gough

Managing the family deli when
her mother leaves to marry
another man and her father
goes on a trip to fix his broken
heart, Delilah struggles to
keep up with school and retain
her closest friendship while
watching a woman across the
street who performs beautiful
dances every night.

by Jenny Han

When love letters written to
five secret crushes, and meant
for her eyes only, are
unexpectedly mailed, Lara
Jean Song finds her love life
going from imaginary to out of
control.

by Meredith Ireland

After catching her boyfriend
cheating on her, Jasmine Yap
refuses to meet anyone new,
so her family takes matters
into their own hands, creating
the secret Jasmine Project to
find the perfect man for her.

by Loan Le

Avoiding each other most of
their lives because of a
mysterious rivalry, two
Vietnamese-American teens
from competing pho
restaurants fall in love by
chance while uncovering the
reason behind their families
generations-old feud.

by Emma Lord

A reimagining of Youve Got
Mail follows the unlikely
romance between an
overachiever from a successful
family and the class clown,
who exchange snarky tweets
that escalate into a viral
Twitter war.

by Sandhya Menon

When Dimple Shah and Rishi
Patel meet at a Stanford
University summer program,
Dimple is avoiding her
parents' obsession with
"marriage prospects" but Rishi
hopes to woo her into
accepting arranged marriage
with him.

by Marissa Meyer

In Marissa Meyer's young
adult contemporary romance,
a girl is suddenly gifted with
the ability to cast instant
karma on those around her -
both good and bad.

Like No Other

The Romantics

Love Fortunes and Other
Disasters

You Should See Me In A
Crown

by Una LaMarche

Living on opposite sides of
their Brooklyn neighborhood,
strict Hasidic Devorah and
fun-loving nerd Jaxon forge an
unexpected connection when
they become trapped in an
elevator during a hurricane,
after which they pursue a
secret romance.

by Leah Konen

When his first big relationship
crumbles on the heels of his
parents' painful separation,
seventeen-year-old Gael is
heartbroken until Love
intervenes.

by Kimberly Karalius

Devastated by a "love fortune"
indicating that she will be a
spinster, fifteen-year-old
Fallon decides to take control
of her own fate, even if it
means working with
Sebastian, a notorious
heartbreaker.

by Leah Johnson

A Black, misfit from a wealthy,
prom-obsessed midwestern
community carefully plans to
attend a prestigious medical
college before the unexpected
loss of her financial aid forces
her to compete for her school's
prom-queen scholarship.
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